Elizabeth Haswell 0:37
Hello everyone and welcome back to The Taproot.

Ivan Baxter 0:41
I'm Ivan Baxter.

Elizabeth Haswell 0:42
And I'm Liz Haswell, well, it has been quite a few six months since our last episode.

Ivan Baxter 0:49
We really intended to have a new season out by now but..

Elizabeth Haswell 0:53
..as you might imagine, a few things got in the way. We are, however, back to working on topics and guests for Season 5 and hope to have it out this Fall. In the meantime, we want to hear from you!

Ivan Baxter 1:05
Tell us how you're navigating this chaotic and unusual time.

Elizabeth Haswell 1:08
Or if what you're doing can't really be characterized as navigating, tell us about that. instead.

Ivan Baxter 1:15
Tell us about how you're trying to work right now.

Elizabeth Haswell 1:18
How you're navigating the next step in your career right now, how the renewed attention on systemic racism in science and the world around us has affected you.

Ivan Baxter 1:26
So if you're willing, please record a short voicemail on your phone and email it to us at Taproot@Plantae.org

Elizabeth Haswell 1:34
That's Taproot@Plantae.org We're planning on playing a few of these in every episode. So tell us a little bit about yourself. And let us know if you want us to use your name and identifying details.

Ivan Baxter 1:51
We look forward to hearing from you.
Elizabeth Haswell  1:52
And we'll be back with Season 5 soon!